Inspire New Thinking on Your Campus with EDUCAUSE Resources on the Top IT Issues

Inform yourself and inspire your team with resources on the top IT issues. Access these and other resources on the 2013 Top-Ten IT Issues at educause.edu/2013-IT-Issues-resources.

ISSUE #1
Leveraging the Wireless and Device Explosion on Campus

UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES
- Wireless and Device Explosion on Campus (an EDUCAUSE Research Report)

DEVELOP YOUR STRATEGY
- BYOE, online learning, enterprise systems, admin IT practices

ROLL OUT A PROGRAM
- EDUCAUSE Live! “Rolling Out a BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) Program,” (now an ECAR working group)

DETERMINE WHAT'S MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review Online “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education,” (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report
- EDUCAUSE Review “Computing Contract Issues,”

ISSUE #2
Improving Student Outcomes Through an Approach That Leverages Technology

UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES
- BYOE, online learning, enterprise systems, admin IT practices

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “Alternative IT Sourcing Strategies: Six Views,”
- EDUCAUSE Review “Computing Contract Issues,”

EXPLORE DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS
- EDUCAUSE Review “Replacing Desktops, Education and Information Technologies: Associated Costs,”

ISSUE #3
Developing an Institution-Wide Cloud Strategy to Help the Institution Select the Right Sourcing and Solution Strategies

UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES
- BYOE, online learning, enterprise systems, admin IT practices

EXPLORE DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS
- EDUCAUSE Review “Replacing Desktops, Education and Information Technologies: Associated Costs,”

UNDERSTAND THE RISKS
- EDUCAUSE Review “Information Privacy Revealed,”
- EDUCAUSE Review “Computing Contract Issues,”

ISSUE #4
Developing a Staffing and Organizational Model to Accommodate the Changing IT Environment and to Facilitate Openness and Agility

UNDERSTAND HOW THE ROLES AND SKILLS ARE CHANGING
- EDUCAUSE Core Data Service “Benchmark your cybersecurity services, technologies, and staffing against more than 700 institutions”
- EDUCAUSE Core Data Service “Inform yourself and inspire your team with resources on the top IT issues. Access these and other resources on the 2013 Top-Ten IT Issues at educause.edu/2013-IT-Issues-resources.”

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “Alternative IT Sourcing Strategies: Six Views,”
- EDUCAUSE Review “Replacement of Infrastructure Openness and Security (ISSUE #5),
- EDUCAUSE Review “WEB MANAGE YOUR REGULARLY TEST MANAGEMENT AND IT SECURITY PRACTICE,”

ISSUE #5
Facilitating a Better Understanding of Information Security and Finding Appropriate Balance Between Infrastructure Openness and Security

UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES
- BYOE, online learning, enterprise systems, admin IT practices

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “WEB MANAGE YOUR REGULARLY TEST MANAGEMENT AND IT SECURITY PRACTICE,”
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report
- EDUCAUSE Review “Computing Contract Issues,”

EXPLORE DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS
- EDUCAUSE Review “Replacing Desktops, Education and Information Technologies: Associated Costs,”

ISSUE #6
Facilitating a Better Understanding of Information Security and Finding Appropriate Balance Between Infrastructure Openness and Security

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “WEB MANAGE YOUR REGULARLY TEST MANAGEMENT AND IT SECURITY PRACTICE,”
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report
- EDUCAUSE Review “Computing Contract Issues,”

EXPLORE DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS
- EDUCAUSE Review “Replacing Desktops, Education and Information Technologies: Associated Costs,”

ISSUE #7
Facilitating a Better Understanding of Information Security and Finding Appropriate Balance Between Infrastructure Openness and Security

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “WEB MANAGE YOUR REGULARLY TEST MANAGEMENT AND IT SECURITY PRACTICE,”
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report
- EDUCAUSE Review “Computing Contract Issues,”

EXPLORE DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS
- EDUCAUSE Review “Replacing Desktops, Education and Information Technologies: Associated Costs,”

ISSUE #8
Facilitating a Better Understanding of Information Security and Finding Appropriate Balance Between Infrastructure Openness and Security

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “WEB MANAGE YOUR REGULARLY TEST MANAGEMENT AND IT SECURITY PRACTICE,”
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report
- EDUCAUSE Review “Computing Contract Issues,”

EXPLORE DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS
- EDUCAUSE Review “Replacing Desktops, Education and Information Technologies: Associated Costs,”

ISSUE #9
Facilitating a Better Understanding of Information Security and Finding Appropriate Balance Between Infrastructure Openness and Security

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “WEB MANAGE YOUR REGULARLY TEST MANAGEMENT AND IT SECURITY PRACTICE,”
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report
- EDUCAUSE Review “Computing Contract Issues,”

EXPLORE DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS
- EDUCAUSE Review “Replacing Desktops, Education and Information Technologies: Associated Costs,”

ISSUE #10
Facilitating a Better Understanding of Information Security and Finding Appropriate Balance Between Infrastructure Openness and Security

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “WEB MANAGE YOUR REGULARLY TEST MANAGEMENT AND IT SECURITY PRACTICE,”
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report

DETERMINE WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE MOST APPROPRIATE
- EDUCAUSE Review “Finding the Right One: Mobile Technology in Higher Education (ECAR mobile framework)
- ECAR BYOD and Consumerization of IT in Higher Education Research Report
- EDUCAUSE Review “Computing Contract Issues,”

EXPLORE DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS
- EDUCAUSE Review “Replacing Desktops, Education and Information Technologies: Associated Costs,”

SOLVE, NETWORK, AND GROW AT EDUCAUSE CONNECT EVENTS

Join us at the new EDUCAUSE Connect events in 2014—regional conferences reimagined into national events that help you find workable solutions for the top IT issues: BYOE, online learning, enterprise systems, admin IT, and the cloud. These highly interactive, action-driven events build knowledge and understanding, as well as enhance career development.

Learn more about these events offered in Portland, Chicago, and Baltimore in 2014. educause.edu/EC